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DESIGN OF A DIGITAL LOGARITHMlC 

RATEMETER CIRCUIT 

Richard V. Osborne* 

ABSTRACT 

The state of a binary counter that has accumulated pulses is 
digitally converted to a logarithmic representation to base 2. The 
characteristic is determined by a shift register which locates the leading 
bit. A 3-b& mantissa over a factor of 1 is generated by a Logic look-up 
table from the second to the fifth most significant bits. The root mean 
square error in Ihe mantissa is 2.?‘$ and the maximum error is 6.6%. 
The output signal is derived from a digital-t-analog converter. in a 
particular application where the analog output is displayed on a 
5-decade scale for counting rates from 0.1 se’ to IO4 <‘, the 
maximum error from conversion is less than 1% of full-scale reading. 
Up to 8 decades may be displayed. The minimum counts to be 
accumulated before conversion, and hence the statistical accuracy, 
may be preset. The shortest counting time is 5s but longer times, up to 
64Os, are automatically allowed in order to satisfy a preset count limit. 

INTRODUCTION 

The circuit described here has been developed for use with a 
monitor that measures the concentration of tritiated water vapour in 
the air. The tritium is collected in a stream of water which subse- 
quently flows past a plastic scintillator’ For the range of concentra- 
tlons monitored, pulses from the scintillator are detected at rates from 
a few to lo6 per minute. One of the outputs required is the value of 
the concentration of activity in the sampled air on a logarithmic scale 
for recording and remote display. 

Most logarithmic counting rate circuits are designed around multi- 
ple time constant networks driven by diodes2 or transistors3. The 
theory of such circuits is well developed 4, but for applications needing 
a wide dynamic range including low counting rates such circuits 
present practicdl difficulties. 

Another approach is to convert linearly a scaled count to an analog 
signal, using a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and then transform 
Ihe analog signal using the logarithmic characteristic obtained with 
diodes or diode-connected transistors. Unfortunately, for a wide 
dynamic range, an impracticably large bit number is required in the 
DAC. 

However a simpler approach is possible. The logarithm of the 
number of counts accumuiated in a given time can bc derjvcd to a 
flvt‘n precision with only the leading digits or bits. The actual number 
uied will dcpcnd upon the precision needed. This approach to a design 
for a digital logarithmic ratemeter may hc rcsolvcd into three parts: 

ia) Determine where the lccldlng bits (or digits) arc in rhc 
counter to obtain the characteristic of the logarithm. 

(b) Extract them, 

(c) Obtain a logarithmic rsprctcntation, the mantissa. 
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Thorington and .4ndrewss selecred the 2 most significant decade 
of a count accumulated in a 6-decade counter. The position of thes’ 
decades was defined by the states of fllpflops which provided tha 
information for deriving the characteristic and also for coding a dJl. 
selector to extract the digits. A more convenient method of accom 
plishing parts (a) and (b) is to use the floating point compressior 
method of Schaefer6 as modified by Culhane and Nettleship’. In thi, 
method a shift register/counter accumulates the counts. At completion 
of the count the number of clock pulses required to shift the mos 
significant bit to an overflow circuit is recorded in the characteristit 
register. The leading bits are thereby brou-ght to a fixed position fron 
which they may he directly extracted. The latter method also illust 
rates an additional advantage of binary counting over declma 
counting; the rounding-off error shows less variation. If 4 bits after tht 
leading one are extracted the maximum rounding-off error varier 
cyclically from 1.6q to 3. IB whereas with a 2-decade extraction (with 
rounding up at 4 in the third decade) the maximum error varies 
between 0.6% and 6%. 

The final part, (c) -obtaining the mantissa from the leading bits or 

digits- may be accomplished by a simple look-up table or read-only 
memory. Iterative methods are unnecessary in this type of application. 
Thorington and Andrew?. for example, converted the 8 bits of the 
two binary-coded decimals to a fr-bit approximation to the base-10 
logarithm using logic gates, the maximum error in this 8- to S-bit 
conversion being 3.6%. 

The logarithmic ratemeter circuit described in this paper combines 
the floating point compression method (to generate the characteristic) 
with the look-up table method (to generate the mantissa), the digital 
representation of the logarithm being converted to an analog output. 
The logarithmic conversion is to base 2 instead of the more usual base 
10. Generation of the mantissa over a factor of two rather than over a 
decade is more efficient and allows for simpler logic. .4dditionally the 
counting time is allowed to vary, the characteristic being adjusted 
accordingly. This is consistent with the property often desirable in a 
ratemeter, namely: that a longer counting time is associated with a low 
counting rate so that adequate counts can be accumulated to attain a 
given statistical limit. In the arrangement here. various minimum 
counts can be preset which must be accumulated before a logarithmic 
conversion can be carried out. 

GENERATION OF THE LOGARITHM TO BASE 2 

Bt’cause the mantissa need be derived for a factor of two rather 
than a decade, a given accuracy can be attained by use of fewer hits 
Indeed for some purposes .i quantity derived linearly from th,: number 
itself may be an adequate approximation. If the mantissa is expressed 
:I$ a 3-hit number. then 8 discrete values are available over each factor 
of two. 

[‘ig. I \how5 rhrcs wa>\ oc grouping ihc input \;ilue\ sind 
assigning the groups to the 8 discrete outputs that have the values 

shown on the ordinate. The closest approximation to the ideal 
conversion (shown by the line) will be when the input values assigned 
to each output value span the same ratio: namely 1.0905 (8c/7). The 
black bar\ show thcsc ;Issignmcnts. For example. all input values from 
-1.0443 to -1,1388 are assigned to the output 1 0905. The maximum 
error (4.5’;) occurs at input values close to the transition from one 
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output to the next. The root mean square (R&IS) error is 2.5”. If the 
input values within each factor of 3 are divided linearly into eighths 
and each eighth assigned to an output value. the conversion is as shown 
by the open bars m Fig. I. The maximum positive error (output scale 
readmg high) is 7.9% and occurs at the ends of the range; the 
maximum negative error is -5.8 “: and occurs in the middle of the 
range. The R&IS error is ?-.9%. The shaded ban are the approximations 
derived from the 4 bits next to the leading bit in an accumulated count 
(i.e. the number is taken as between I and 3), the I6 linear divisions of 
ths input being grouped so that the distribution on the log scale is 
evened out. The RMS error with this Jpproximation is reduced to 
2.75, the maximum error to 6.6% 

For the purposes for which this ratemeter was designed, this 
accuracy is adequate. The mantissa IS therefore derived according to 
the truth table shown m Table I. The maximum errors assoc;ated 
with r’~ch due. i.e. the errors at the end of the bars on Fig. I. are also 

given in the table. The truth table is generated by the following 
Roolexr rdentjti~s~ If the ~csumul~ted number of counts LS. in bintry 
code, DCBA then the mantis! in binary code, ZY?( is given by, 

Z = [D + B.C] m 
Y = [B -i C t B.C.D] A.B.C.D 
X= [(A+C+D).%+BC.D]. = 

(Note that when X.B.C.D = 0 then the characteristic is decremented by 
one less than in the other cases. The count 11 I1 is rounded up to 
t 0000. as explained later.) 
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Fig. I - Logarithmic conversion over a factor of 7 using 3 bits. The 
abscissa is proportional to the input count; the ordinate is proportional 
to the input scale reading The output wilt have one of t!re 8 discrete 
values defined by the 3 bit\. Coding is as follows. 

Line: ideal conversron. 

Black bdrs. ?-bit expression, distributed \o that the perc?niagc xrors 
are uniform o;er the ran<Te. L_ 

Open bar;: j-bit expression, with output a linear function of the 
input. 

.Shaded bars: j-bit expression of mantiss,r derived using 4 brts of input 

In the last two sets i!~e bars have been shifted relative to the inpL.t 
scales 50 thst the estimates of the outputs are unbiased about ideal 
values. Thi\ corresponds to an oft-et at the analog output. 

For 5 decades of counts, at least 17 bits are needed in the bmary 
signal counter. The position of the leading bit and. hence, the 
characteristic of the logarithm to base Z can be accommodated in a 
5-bit counter. If the counting time is also to be allowed to vary from 
5 s to 640 s (a factor of 2”) then the characterrstic range will be 
increased to 24 but this is stilt accommodated within :he j-bit 
characteristic counter. For convenience. a ?-&bit signal counter has 
been used: the total dynamic range of counting rates which may be 
accomodated is therefore z2’, or approximately 8 decades, with 6 
decades being covered dt L\ fixed counting time. Clearly the dynamic 
range may be adjusted to suit particular applications by changing the 
bit number in the signal. timm, L 0 qnd characteristic counters. 

With 3-bit mantissa and a j-bit characteristic, only an g-bit DAC is 
needed for the final conversion. 

OUTLINE OF METHOD 

The method of generating the characteristic snd mantissa 1s shown 
in Fig. 2. Signal pulses are accumulated in the 7(tbit binary counter 
and loaded in parallel into the shift register. Clock pulses are axumu- 
tared in the other binary counter. .At time t (the minimum counting 
interval) the count-time controller receives the first stop count signal 
from the clock. If the preselected minimum count has not been 
attained, the characteristic is decremented by 1 from the mitiat preset 
vril~lr of 3 t and the count contrnued. At subsequent times 3t. 4t. 
8t. the characteristic is decremented by I until the minimum count 
requirement is satisfied (at I?‘-’ t say) or until the maximum counting 
time 1s reached (2’t). Paralle! loading of the shift register is then 
stopped and serial shiftin, 0 to the right started. At each shift step the 
characteristtc is decremented by 1. When the leading bit reaches the 
overflow detector at bit 31 (after M steps say) shifting stops and the 
next 4 most significant btts are converted to a 3-bit logarithmic 
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Fig. 7 Block diagram of the digital togaritbm;c converter. 
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representation (the mantissa) as shown in Table I. The S-bit charaster- 
istlc (31-N-M) dnd the 3-bit mantissa at the input to the latch are 
strobed to the output and hence to the digital-to-analog converter. 
This output is held for the next counting period which starts after 
reset of the counters to zero and the characteristic generator to 31. 

Since N may range from 1 to 8 and M from 0 to 20 the 
characteristic will be between 3 and 30. i.e. between 111 10 and 
000 I 1. & decade will be represented by a change in output of Il.010 
or 11.01 1. depending upon the mantissa approximation. Table 2 
illustrates the denvatlon of the logarithm for the arbitrarily choosen 
count. 467. and counts one and two decades higher, For an g-bit DAC 
with 1 bit equivalent to IOV+ 156. a decade will be 1 035V. 

MINIMUM COUNT LIMIT 

Presetting of a minimum count ensures that J particular statistical 
accuracy is attained before the output is displayed. Since the standard 
deviation in the logarithmic conversion is 2.7%. there is little point in 
Forcing a much more restrictive stat&Cal limit: the option is therefore 
provided for selectinu 2* ?I0 or 2” D 3 - counts corresponding to 6.3’/;, 

TABLE 1 

Input El-UX+ 
Vum ber Mantissa Range (76) 

0001 

0010 
0011 

0100 
0101 

01 IO 
01 I1 

IO00 
1001 

1010 
1011 

1100 
1101 
I I IO 

III1 
0000 

001 

010 

01 I 

100 

I01 

110 

!I] 

000 

t3.5 

6.6 

4.h 

37 

3.7 

4.4 

5.7 

4. I 

-2 2 

4. I 

4.9 

1.9 

4.3 

3.1 

45 

5.1 

“jlsile vrliue : Input I- I i IO@,, 

Fig. 3 Digital logarithmic converter 
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3.15 or 1.6? statistical standard deviation respectively, as well as 
selection of zero count limit. allowing updating of the output in the 
minimum time inteRal. 

In the example taken in Table 3. if a minimum count of 2’ i had 
been specified, then the count of 467 in the minimum counting 
interval would be carried on for 16 times this interval, giving N = 5. 
The count would be 7472: in binary I1 10100110000. giving M = 8. 
The same characteristic dnd mantissa would therefore be generated. 

TABLE 2 

Number 
Time Shift 

Index Index Logarithm 
of Counts Binary Counter N M Characteristic Mantka 

-- 

4h7 1I1010011 I 12 10010 I! I 
4670 l001000lIl110 I 8 10110 010 

46700 ~11001101100 I 5 11001 IO# 

I J 
TO DAC 

Fig. 3 shows the standard deviation of the digital output for various 
counting rates. With the minimum counting interval of 5s in this 

particular application, the abscissa corresponds to a counting rate 
range of 0.2 s-’ to 2000~~’ With a fixed counting interval the standard 
deviation approaches that of the mantissa conversion CD) as the 
counting rate increases. Curve A illustrates this for the minimum 
counting interval. For clarity the root mean square error of the 
estimated mantissa (2.72) has been used in deriving the total standard 
deviation rather than the actual error which cycles S times for each 
factor of 2 in number of counts accumulated as was showr! in Fig. 1. 
Curve B shows the variation of the standard deviation when the 
minimum count limit is 2’ counts; the deviation varies between the 
hmits shown as the counting intervals change by factors of 2 up to the 
maximum of 128 times the minimum count interval. Beyond this time 
limit fewer counts are accumulated so that the deviation increases with 
decreasing counting rate. Curve C illustrates the similar variation for 

the minimum count limit 2’ ?, 

Using the example taken in Table 2, a count of - 467 accumulated 
in the mmimum counting interval would have a standard dewation of 
4.6%: the overall standard deviation would be 5.4% (curve A). This 
counting interval would be long enough to satisfy a requirement for a 
minimum count of 2’: the standard deviation with this count limit is 
therefore the same (curve B). With the ?I2 limit: - 7472 counts 
would be accumulated so that the count standard deviation would be 
1.7’; and the overall standard deviation 2.9’: (curve C). 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Counter and \lantissa Gener:ltor (Fig. 1) 

‘Tht A-bit countcri accumulat? the count>. and their output\ 
p;~r~llr~l-l~,ld IIW \hlfr rqistcrs which .~rr‘ sndbl<d by the SERIAL 
SHIFT \~gnal~. A low-tuhi$ tr3n\ltion occur5 .kt the \1ISlSlU’A 
COUhT SELECT output whrn the appropriate numbzr of counts is 
rc.lchrd. At the completion of th: count the SERI.AL SlIIFT !inc goz> 
high, par~lltl lodding ix Inhibited .Ind \cr131 shIftin@ enabled. Th? 
(‘LOCK - 3 high-ttrlow tr,ktion shifts rhr count to the Izt’t ltnd is 
.~l,o gtcd to the SIHIFT ISDEX output. \\‘hen thr leading bit rzuchcs 
L of :he j-bit wgistsr. the serial shifting clock ih inlubittd through the 
\;OR. N.\ND +~tcs. ii~ t’~rbr n~or>o~k~blc ib trigercd and tht SIIIFT 
INDEX i\ Iwl.ltctl t‘r:>m thr CLOCK + 7. 

The pulw front the monost~hl~ rtroba the DCBA outputs (i c. ihe 
2nd to tht 5th Ie.~ding hit,) from the i-hit rqgctzr into the A-bit Idt:h. 
l‘hc \,“lond mr,no\t ihle ii ;iIso tn,, wzred and gewntc\ the output 
KESET puks to thr countrrs. regatcrt end flip-flop. 

The SERIAL SHlFT line is high when the ledding bit rcachcb D in 

the S-bit register. lisnce.it the Isudlcy hit> are I I 11 1. , the e, inpL:th to 
the l\;AND are sll high tdri\ing the oL.tput tow). serial shifting i:, 
inhibit4 and the first moxxtabk is triggcwd. Additionall) the low 
octput \r’ts tht tlip-flop which. through the SOR gate. clears the s-bit 
rr&tx \o th;lt all L:ros :Ire presented to the latch. The STROBE pulw 
mantains tlw clock inhibit dtirii:g this rounding up. The SHIFT 
INDEX make\ ox lzas tran\itlon it’ the \hit’ting ir t?rrr.inJtzd m this 
mxnncr. 

During the serial shift. ones are Introduced at the aerial input to the 
flr,t \hiTt re&rer’. The hhift wilt therefore tcmin:lt? afrer 20 btep5 pi’ 
no county hat bwn dc~timtllated during the counting interyai. the 
l?dinp bits being rounded up A in the pre\ioLls parqgaph. Thir has 
the rfflsct of adding one count to the count converted if less thal 15 
counta w’sre accumul:~lfd. SUtistically. this ia not important. 

The !lAVTISSA %‘I? i\ dtxlwd wth th? Q S,lhD gatt’r from the 
A-bit latch outpnta. 

iEPlAL SHIFT 

,FLiiK - 2 

I,‘ia. 1 s1gr1:11 11111\< ~I,LIIlttT :lIlJ 
m.ir 11~~ gL’ili’r.tlclr 1 ll< ntd:gr:itd 
circuit\ ud :m 

1-11111111 h.\\t), --1(J(j. 
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Characteristic Generator (Fig. 51 

The clock oscillates 3t 10’7.6 Hz 3r.d provides ;i low-tcl-high 
trawtion at the 13th bit at 5 s. This signal. presatcd to the first input 
of thz g-bit data selector. is gatcd to thr in~:rted output cWj sine the 
dsta-select inputs (ABC) are aI1 low. The high-to-low transition at W 
incrcm<nth tie 4-bit counter and shanga the data scAezt inputs. 
rhcr:b:., g,iting the 2:ld input of !I?? ,els;ti?r to +I-- ci’+‘*‘lt. T1-e / LL LLyL A,, 
rt‘>ultunt negatw-g;ng pulv at W. t!li‘ time index, i\ sated through to 
rhc R S fliptlop lt the r@t-hxd \ide. raking the SERl.AL SHIFT lm 
high .md terminating the counting period. This pulse is .11so rated 
through to the two J-bit updown counters set for counting down. 
With the SERIAL SHIFT line high, the SfIlFT ISDEX instead of the 
time in&\- i\ gatL’d to the down counter by the 3 right-hand NAND 
gates. 

If the m~mmzm count requirement has not bwn batisfied, then tht 
MfNI\1L’M COUNT SELECT input has not made J low-tohigh 
twktion, th? left-hand Gdr R/S tlip-tlop hd> not been wt dnd the W 
I‘ul\c 1, pre\~llteJ from cn.lbling serial shifting (‘ountiny thcrc:‘orP 
contmcc until the 10, pulse at thz 2nd input to the data elector 
gt’nrrate\ ;I 2nd time index pulse. Counting ia curtail:d if the minimuln 
cm.nt ha hen wxumulnted; if not. it continue, for 3 totA counting 
pwod of 20 \. 40 \. SO \. etc.. until the minimum count requirement is 
\Iti\ficcl. etch time intl-\. pulse clecremmtirlg the down counter. 

Ii‘ the mlnirnum count ha not aczumul~ted by the time the I’Ith 
hit pot\ high (610 \j. tht minimum ~ourit t’l~p-flop is \st anyway 2nd 
the time ind~“: puke g;lted to the \rri;tl shift flip-tlop. ending the 
count. 

T?1TCCT n 

.4t the STROBE pulse. prncrad from the circuit >hown m Fig. 4. 
the couct ranaming in rh+ down counter ib transferred to the 8-bit 
latch. The 5-bit chxwtcristic and thr 3-bit mantissa (ZYXj or? 
pxscnted to the Input of ;1 digital-to-analog con>ert:r 

At the RESET pulse the clock and data select sountc’rs drc res:t to 
Lrro and the up dour1 counter is set to 31 (0001 11 I I )_ 

Rapid Update 1 Fig. 5) 

111~ int:i>tii b<ti\s:Il t\vo time III&Y pu!sea incrrahcs geom<trically 
a the count continue, To obs.zne 3 hudd:n rise in count rate more 
rapid]! than 3110wrd for by the Inorm.il timmg. the hll~l\lC.11 COUh r 
GgnJl is x~led J factor of -+ b! the independent divldc-by-2 sectiona of 
the last time counter and the data vzlect couxter. When 4 times th? 
minmlum count ha accumulutcd. the high output from the data \elect 
counter. gatcd at the NAND with the: 12th timung counter bit, set\ th: 
scri3l shift tlip-tlop. Hence the count will tcrm~nate within 2.5 > of 1 
tima thr niinirnum Lount bting ruxeded. The output will :lot br .I 
time ;iueragc of the zounting r:ttc during the period but a mori 
.Ic‘cur;ltc‘ v~lur will he rapidly obtained 3t thr next output update. 
.i\suming that the count rat? reniJin\ high. 

Test 

In normal operstlon tlx Gpiul pulp <!ri’ rou ti’d 10 the ,ign,il pkrlsc 
cainter :I> shown at the upper right h~tnd side of Fig. 5. Wli211 t!ic tt3t 
\witch is drpreed the clock puIe\ xc E:itcd to the ~gn~l counler and 
the clock frquency ii ilicreasd by ;t i‘.ictor of ~ippro~~mately IO0 b) 
reducing the value of the controlling capacitor. Hsncr 111 50 m\ the 
lo~arithniic reprck~nt3tion of the cloc!i counts in thi5 period u,ill bc 
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prf2~~11t~d 3t the 0utp~1r. This ill11 bt 10101 .OOO irreqpxtivr of the 
actu,Ll ;lock freqwnc!~. thereby provid:ng .I Acck on the aunting .ind 
mdrsing c;rcuit> but not. It Aould br noted. on the cahbrztion (i.e. 
the oL:tput \i?lt:!s? from rhi‘ D.1C for ;i y.cn Input courit r.ltcI. 

Overrtll Accurnc~ 

From TJbl? 1 tilt :~~:!~i!num error in the iag:irithm!c di$itril 
conv~‘rqon i\ b.0’ For thz pxticul;~r applic.!tiou h?re. 7 dcc.lclcb ot 
coun;:np r3tc ivcrc di\pia!.cd on cln .mAog ~c;iii:. htw2c till5 m.i\irlltin, 
izrror ccrrs\ponA to 0 0’: of th: idI \2‘,1Ic .~n.~!og uutput. The \.wation 
of the clock Ercquc~cy &it11 terxpersturc ch.i.ly i\ nluch \msller th:i11 
this. 0. 1 < \{a’: rnc.l\uw.:ct for 3 !O-‘C change. B!, usiry I; IO-bit utiwr 

t!lm ,m X-bit. 1)J.C‘ ( I ~Icd>-x PhIlbrIck 4023). the ,:onrribution to th: 

error t‘ro~n thl< stage lc\t:m.~t?d from th? \pczificaticin &et 1 15 I,:\\ 
t!ldn 0 1 : full \c.~lr‘ (or the ~,lnw ternp<rattlrc iil.inse lIeni? fll? 

maximum :rror in the .~nalup output iy I?\\ [!l:in I’ full \c:ilr rexlilly 
u hich IX hstter thn vo\r x~~log di\pl,~> ~1s i;c\. 

Packaging and Power Comumption 

Thr compl<tr ;iruult ha\ bceu built on oilc‘ pri,ltcd clrclti t bo,lrd 
u\lnp. aith the cuccption oi the DAC, TTL mt:gratLLd Lucuit\ .i\c!ii;!bl’? 
from br\?r,11 Ir:a.lut’acturcr\. Fewer pdckqcs could bc t~xc‘d :tli~i, or 
p.lter prco>~on ~)ulci be vhtaiwd by u\illg L.Sl ;ntt,;r,ltcd ciralits 
(c.1. ‘: w.lci-,:nly m:lrory for Iookillg up J manti\u u,ith more bit\). 
tlawc’\c~-. xc;lti‘l prcciGc>u would only b e wdrr.lntcJ ii‘ tllc output v,cri‘ 
lo ‘be ti~ndlt2~1 digltdil. Pow2r ion<umptio~l Ix t\ piiali> 3 7W at iL 
plus that ot‘ 1i1e DAC Subsrltution of intcyxt~‘d circuit\ Ll\ins MOS 
logic I> pw,\iblc, end uould. 01 cou~-w Lc>n\iderJbl! rcJae tlic ~OLC~‘I 
m1\umpt1011. 
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